
 
PERIOD 9 (4 FEB 2024 TO 3 FEB 2044) 

In time dimension Feng Shui, there are a total of 9 periods. Each period lasts 20 years and it takes a total of 
180 years to complete a cycle of the 9 periods. In every 20 years, there is a major energy change in the 
Universe due to the planetary movements between the Sun and the stars. As a result, when a period transits 
from one to another, it also brings about major changes in Feng Shui.  This can already be seen in the 
upheavals, natural disasters and unrest in the recent few years.  

Period 9 starts from February 4th, 2024 and will last for 20 years to February 3rd,  2044. As we approach 
2024, no feng shui analysis of any home or office can be completed without taking time into account.  

As we transited into Period 8 in 2004 which belongs to the Ken Trigram in Bagua, represented by Northeast 
(representing the mountain), young men and the Earth element. Hence in Period 8, young men dominated 
and there has been an increase in outstanding performances or contributions by this younger 
generation.   Most importantly, as we enter the new period, houses and buildings that were built in Period 8 
(between 5th Feb 2004 to 4th Feb 2024)  and especially Period 7 (between 4th Feb 1984 to 4th Feb 2004) 
or before will lose its chi energy and strength. 

Changing the period of a house or building will involve the changing of at least one third of the house/ 
building's roof (heaven luck), flooring (earth luck) and facade (mankind luck).  Thus, renovating your 
apartment which may only be one of many units in your unit's building will not change the period of your 
home.   However, we can still activate the 9 Wealth and Relationship energies within your home. 

 

Period 9 belongs to the Li Trigram in Bagua, which is represented by South (representing Fire, Fame 
and Recognition), the middle aged women and the Fire element.  There will be a major shift in thinking 
from profit/ wealth to purpose; controlling to empowering/ motivation as well as hierarchies to 
networks.  There’s also the need to build more than 1 stream of income as the Fire element is not as 
stable as the Earth element represented in the previous Period 8 (4 Feb 2004 to 3 Feb 2024).   

For more information about Period 9 and what it reprsents, you can watch the following videos on our 
YouTube channel: 

1) Period 9 Playlist: https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk-
ryWmRLy1dRPavILKY2tHjRkvWM60wK&si=i4D5IO2KdapxDCUO 

2) For aligning with Period 9 to enjoy abundance and success, you can watch the videos in the 
following playlist: https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk-
ryWmRLy1dSn4Z6PH24aKTbElgNHpCB&si=S120XG3oQM2tWZf2  

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk-ryWmRLy1dRPavILKY2tHjRkvWM60wK&si=i4D5IO2KdapxDCUO
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk-ryWmRLy1dRPavILKY2tHjRkvWM60wK&si=i4D5IO2KdapxDCUO
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk-ryWmRLy1dSn4Z6PH24aKTbElgNHpCB&si=S120XG3oQM2tWZf2
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLk-ryWmRLy1dSn4Z6PH24aKTbElgNHpCB&si=S120XG3oQM2tWZf2


 

 

AUSPICIOUS & INAUSPICIOUS SECTORS FOR THE YEAR 2024 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
1.1 SOUTHWEST (#9 Wealth Star) 
 
From 2024, we will enter into Period 9, thus the #9 is the new wealth star.  It brings happiness, passion and long-
term upward mobility. In addition, it has a multiplying effect, thus if your home’s basic energies are good, it will 
magnify the existing good energies further.  
 
With #9 influence becoming stronger, utilizing this sector more will also bring about success through the 
demonstration of your talent and capabilities.  With the Fire element enhancing the earth element in the Southwest 
sector in 2024, the females within the family as well as those born with the horoscopes of Goat and Monkey will 
benefit further. 
 
In year 2024, the Southwest (provided it is not the kitchen, toilet or storeroom) of every office/ home is the luckiest 
sector.  The SW can be activated with an air purifier, lots of activities and lights, the Wealth Vase/ Pot for long term 
wealth accumulation , 5 rats wealth attracting jar, Liuli glazed crystal prosperity fishes, number 8 crystal or crystal 
cluster.  It is thus great to spend time in this sector in 2024 (unless it is the kitchen, toilet or storeroom) to enjoy 
prosperity, good fortune and relationship with others. 
 
 
 
1.2 NORTH (#8 White Star) 
 
Even though we are out of Period 8, the #8 is still an auspicious relationship and wealth star.  For the year 2024, it 
has flown from the South to the North.  In year 2024, the North (provided it is not the kitchen, toilet or storeroom) 
of every office/ home is the other lucky sector.  Activating this sector will bring occupants good luck, good reputation 
and prosperity this year.  The N can be activated with an air purifier, lots of activities and lights, the Wealth Vase, 
5 rats wealth attracting jar, Liuli glazed crystal prosperity fishes, number 8 crystal or crystal cluster.  Similarly, it is 
good to spend time in this sector in 2024 (unless it is the kitchen, toilet or storeroom) to enjoy prosperity, good 
fortune and relationship with others. 
 
 

 
1.3 EAST (#1 White Star)  
 
The East sector is visited by the White Victory star 1 in 2023. This star brings with it, literacy luck, enhanced income, 
profiting potential and excellent career luck.  More water-related colours such as blue, grey or black can be placed 
here to activate for better career luck.  Those residing in rooms in the E sector of your office/ home will benefit from 
the auspicious energy, bringing triumph, innovation, new beginnings and success in 2024.  Tap into its good energy 
by displaying the victory success key, victory banner or tortoise figurine in this part of your office/ home or your 
living room. Activate this further by placing the Victory Banner or Blue Lapis Globe in the E sector of your living or 
dining room.  For those who are taking important examinations in 2024, it is good to be spending time revising and 
studying in this sector in 2024. 
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1.4 NORTHWEST  (#4 Green Star)  
 
After a challenging 2023, the Northwest sector is visited by the love, romance and education star in 2024.  The 
Green star 4 is known as the intelligence star as well as the star of romance (associated with peach blossom luck). 
With it, there will be plenty of strong family luck, marriage for singles and romance for those who seek it, especially 
if they are males, born with the horoscopes of Dog and Pig and are utilizing the NW sector of the home. This star 
number 4 is also excellent for students, academics, writers and those in the communications line.  It is excellent 
for the office environment if the NW is a commonly utilized place.   Activate the NW sector with education symbols 
such as the blue lapis globe, double carp over dragon gate, etc.  Display the Double Happiness Charm, dragon 
and phoenix or the mandarin ducks in the NW of the the home in 2024 to strengthen and protect marriage luck.   

 

1.5 NORTHEAST (#6 White Star) 
 
For 2024, the heavenly White star 6 flies into the Northeast of every home/ building or office.  The presence of this 
star brings excellent news through the year for the occupants in the NE of the home and office and especially the 
youngest son or those born with the horoscope signs of Ox and Tiger.  This kind of wealth luck is generally 
associated with unexpected windfalls such as an inheritance, winning the lottery, lucky draws, etc.  Activate the 
energy of this auspicious Metal star with lots of metal elements such as the Wealth tree with Mongoose, the gold-
plated or purple wealth tree, golden wealth ship (preferably filled to the brim with gold ingots and faux diamonds.  
Other lucky symbols include golden or glazed crystal (Liuli) Ruyi. For more opportunity or fame luck, a glazed 
crystal (Liuli) Birds with blooming flowers (bringing recognition and opportunities).  Spend more time in this sector 
(unless it is the toilet, kitchen or storeroom) and activate with an air purifier, fan or television especially if you would 
like to strengthen your ability to execute and stay focus. 
 
 
 
 

Inauspicious Locations/Directions 

 
1.6 WEST (#5 Yellow Star)  
 
The most unlucky of all stars is the #5 Yellow (wu wang) star. This vile star in the West sector in the year 2024 will 
affect the health and luck of the youngest daughter of the family.  If this is a common activity area, the main entrance 
sector or bedroom, it is important to stay protected against this vile star as it may block success and create 
problems for everyone in the family or office.  Make sure that you place the 8” 5 element pagoda to lock up this 
most unlucky star, else new products made in brass, bronze or other metal such as the Heart Sutra Pillar 
or Golden Mantra Pillar (cannot be placed in kitchen, bedrooms, toilets or on the floor) can be utilized as 
well.  
 
If the W is a main activity area, ensure you have at least 2 of these cures.  Spend as little time in this area as 
possible.  Alternatively, hang up 6 pieces of 6 rod all metal wind chimes to counter this star.  Do not disturb the W 
this year, i.e. begin or end renovations, drill, knock or chop down trees, dig the earth.  Minimise activity in the W 
sector of your home or office in order to avoid triggering off the destructive energies that cause serious misfortune.  
If this is the kitchen, it may be better to cook less as the fire energy from cooking may aggravate the misfortune 5 
star, do not cut in this kitchen in 2024.  More metal pots and pans should be displayed out. 

 
Remove all earth element items such as crystals, porcelain vase or stone objects from this part of your office/ 
home.   In addition, do not have any Fire (red, pink, orange) or Earth (yellow, beige, light brown) elements in these 
areas. 
 
Please note that unless suppressed, the wu wang (5 Yellow) brings severe illness, accidents and loss that occur 
in many aspects of life, especially if your main entrance is in the W sector or you are utilizing it as an office or 
sleeping in a room in the W.  Prevention is better than cure, so do not wait until it is too late. 
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1.7 CENTRE (#3 Jade Star)  
 
The #3 Jade star is often regarded as quite unlucky as it often brings conflict and argument to the company/ 
home or the aggravating energy of litigation and court cases.  For 2024, it is in the Central sector and will affect 
everyone in the family or office especially if it is a commonly utilized area.  It is thus crucial to avoid utilizing or 
protect the Central sector if it is at the main entrance, a commonly utilized area, bedroom or your office rom.   
 
As mentioned above, If this sector is utilized often, everyone will be subjected to more mood swings and may affect 
the harmony at home or office.  Residents will be easily stressed and relationships will be strained.  In order to 
reduce the quarrelsome & argumentative tendencies, we need to control this star with more yin fire (eg Red, Pink 
or Orange) and yin metal (eg. White, Silver or Gold) energy.  It is crucial not to have loud clinging metal or alarm 
clocks that can aggravate the afflicted energy.  Place a laughing Buddha, a mandala sticker (not in bedrooms of 
couples), golden mystic knot, red crystal apple or triangular crystal, a red crimson ball or the golden mystic knot 
decals to control the quarrelsome energies in the Centre in 2024. The latest items such as the 7 Royal Emblems 
Red Plaque, the 9 Amulets Plaque or the Mahaboudhi Stupa (not in kitchens, storerooms, toilets, bedrooms of 
couples or on the floor) are also effective in controlling this conflict star. 

 

 

1.8 SOUTHEAST (#2 Black Star) 

 

The #2 black star is regarded as rather unlucky as it brings illness (flu, fever, cough bug or other serious illness) to 

the residents of the house. This year it has flown into the Southeast wood element sector of the home.  Though 

not as strong, it is still important to protect this part of your home, especially if it is a commonly utilized area and 

can affect everyone. It may bring about serious illness or residents may be more susceptible to viruses and falling 

ill easily.  This can affect the middle daughter at home.  To safeguard against falling ill, especially if this is the room 

of an elderly or the main entrance area, it is recommended to have the Herbal Wulou, the Golden Garuda Wu Lou 

or Medicine Buddha plaque (not in the kitchen, toilet or bedroom) or a bronze wulou or 6" 5 element pagoda with 

coins if it is a couple’s bedroom, to capture the illness energy.  Alternatively, either have lots of metallic items, hang 

the 6-rod metal wind chimes or place the 3” bronze wulou with bagua or 6 emperor coin ruler in order to control 

this vile star. 

Remove all earth element items such as crystals, porcelain vase or stone objects from this part of your office/ 
home.   In addition, do not have any Fire (red, pink, orange) or Earth (yellow, beige, light brown) elements in these 
areas. 

 
 
 

1.9 SOUTH  (#7 Red Star) 
 
The violent star #7, also known as the red star brings chances of burglary, theft and metal-related accidents, in 
2024, it afflicts the middle daughter of the family since it is occupying the S sector of the household or office area.  
It is a number that can cause aggression, accidents, mishaps and metal-related injury and with it being in a Fire 
element sector of the South, fire-related accidents may also occur.  It can also cause political turmoil and sparks 
aggressive behaviour that can become something serious very fast.   
 
The best way to overcome this star is to have a pair of rhinoceros or a blue rhinoceros with elephant to protect and 
safeguard your home.  New cures such as the Dragon Tortoise supporting a Totem with Elephant and Rhinoceros 
can be utilized provided it is not the bedroom and should not be placed on the floor. It is important not to have too 
much metal or crystal or the colours of Earth (light brown, yellow or beige) and Metal (white, silver or gold) in the 
S of the home/ office in 2024.  More Black,Blue or Grey should be used in this area.  If your main entrance or 
bedroom is located in the S of the house, it is important for the family members to carry a blue rhinoceros or black 
obsidian wulou charm for protection.  If your bedroom is located in the S sector, it is best to protect against 
respiratory related illnesses and falls with the black obsidian wulou. 
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ANNUAL INAUSPICIOUS SECTORS 

 
1.10 Grand Duke Jupiter (Tai Sui) –SOUTHEAST IN 2024 
 
The Grand Duke Jupiter (Tai Sui) occupies the 1st 15 degrees (112.6 to 127.5 deg) of the SOUTHEAST (SE1) 
in 2024.  Do not disturb this portion of the Southeast in 2024, i.e. begin or end renovations, drilling, knocking of 
nails into walls, dig the earth. Make sure that you display a Pi Yao/ annual Tai Sui Plaque in this part of the office/ 
home to ensure that the Grand Duke Jupiter does not disturb you.   
 
Do not sit facing Southeast 2 (112.6 to 127.5 deg) in 2024, even if it is one of your auspicious directions. 
Confronting the Grand Duke Jupiter brings the bad luck of defeat and failure in everything that you do. 
 
 
1.11 Three Killings (San Sha) – SOUTH (157.6 to 202.5 deg) in 2024 
 
The Three Killings (San Sha) occupies the South in 2024.  You must not sit with the Three Killings direction 
behind you, even if you are facing your best direction; or, you risk the misfortune of accidents, lawsuits and gossip.  
The 3 Killings causes 3 kinds of loss, the loss of one’s good reputation, the loss of a loved one and the loss of 
wealth.  As a remedy for this affliction, display 3 Divine Guardians facing out (except for bedroom, kitchen, 
storeroom or toilets). In the case if it is the bedroom, kitchen, storeroom or toilets, place a Black obsidian wulou 
charm in the South sector of your home.  Do not disturb the South in 2024, i.e. begin or end renovations, 
drilling, knocking of nails into walls, dig the earth. 
 
In year 2024, do not sit with the South behind you, that is facing North, even if it is your best direction. 

 

 

  



 
 

Flying Star (Time Dimension – House Natal Chart, Annual or Monthly) Explanation  

 

Stars Meaning Element  How to 

activate 

Colours 

Good Stars      

9 Current wealth 

(2024 to 2044) 

 

Fire  Wooden or Fire 

related objects, 

Rectangle or 

Triangle shapes  

 

Wood – Green 

or dark brown 

Fire – Red, 

orange or 

bright yellow 

 

1 Literacy luck/ 

Career Success 

Water  Metal objects, 

Circle or wavy 

shapes 

Metal – white, 

silver or gold 

Water – blue, 

black or grey 

6 Heaven luck/ Past 

wealth 

Metal  Earth or metal 

objects, Square 

or circle shapes 

Earth – Light 

brown, beige 

Metal – white, 

silver or gold 

8 Past wealth/ 

relationship 

Earth  Fire or earth 

objects, 

Triangle or 

square shapes 

Fire – Red, 

orange or 

bright yellow 

Earth – Light 

brown, beige 

4 Romance/ Study Wood  Wooden 

objects, 

Rectangle or 

wavy shapes 

Wood – Green 

or dark brown 

Water – blue, 

black or grey 

  



Bad Stars   Colours/ 

Objects to 

avoid 

How to 

control 

- using objects 

How to 

control 

- using colour 

2 Illness Earth Fire – red, pink, 

orange, bright 

yellow 

Earth – beige, lt 

yellow/ brown 

Objects – lights, 

crystals, 

porcelain, earth-

related items 

Metal objects 

(eg. Wulou), 

Circle shapes 

Metal – white, 

silver or gold 

3 Quarrelsome, 

Legal problems 

Wood Water – blue, 

black, grey 

Wood – green, 

dark brown 

Objects – water 

& plants 

Fire objects 

(eg, lights, red 

triangular 

crystal, red 

robe laughing 

Buddha, 

mandala 

painting), 

Triangular 

shapes 

Fire – Red, 

orange or 

bright yellow 

5 Misfortune Earth Same as No. 2 

illness star 

Metal objects 

(eg. 5 element 

pagoda) , 

Circle shapes 

Metal – white, 

silver or gold 

7 Robbery, Theft, 

Accidents, Metal-

related injury 

Metal Earth – beige, lt 

brown / yellow 

Metal – white, 

silver or gold 

Objects – 

crystals, 

porcelain, earth-

related or metal 

objects 

Water (rolling 

ball water 

feature – not in 

bedroom), a 

pair of 

rhinoceros, 

wavy patterns 

Water – blue, 

black or grey 

 

 


	Inauspicious Locations/Directions

